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F
rom time to time I recall a
scene from college when
friends and I compared our
concepts of the perfect hus-
band. We listed the many

~ good qualities he must have
and the failings we wouldn’t toler-
ate. In an attempt to be fair, we
agreed that we would only be
worthy of this paragon if we
became perfect ourselves.

I don’t know if my friends ever
found their perfect man; I cer-
tainly didn’t. Nor have I become
perfect. I have stopped believing in
a perfect man, a perfect relation-
ship, or a perfect me. These days,
perfection sounds less like a goal
to strive for than a logically defec-
tive concept.

Consider a simple example. In
Church we are generally advised
to begin our quest for perfection
with a straightforward principle
like tithing. Becoming a perfect
tithepayer would seem to require
little more than accurate arith-
metic, a generous heart, and
enough responsibility to make
monthly contributions.

But beneath this simple doctrine
lurks a host of ambiguities. In a
recent SUNSTONE article, "A Mod-
ern Look at Tithable Income,"
Robert Bohn asked whether we
should pay tithing on net or gross
income and how "income" should
be defined. Even if we can resolve
these questions, we still face ques-
tions of motive. Of the many pos-
sible motivations for giving--
obedience, generosity, building up
the kingdom, and more--which is
the most perfect? Must they all be
present? Is the perfect tithepayer
necessarily the most intensely
motivated one--or is that person
simply a fanatic?

Tithepaying begins to seem very
complex indeed. I suspect that any
activity we examine carefully will
reveal ambiguities that have no
simple resolution. How would you
define a perfectly run mile? A per-
fect gift? A perfect visit to the
temple? Perhaps God can compre-

hend perfection, but our defini-
tions and efforts inevitably fall
short. And the "perfect relation-
ship" is no more easily defined
than the rest.

The consequences of this failure
to achieve perfection can be costly.
Self-esteem that is based solely on
perfectly meeting life’s many
demands is inherently unstable,
rising and falling like the needle
on a seismograph from one day to
the next. Nobody can do everything
well; if we expect this, then our
inevitable failure will result in a
diminished sense of self. We will
see ourselves as les.s loving, less
helpful than we really are, and
never recognize how worthwhile
we can really be to others.

In psychology, people who are
trapped in a drive for perfection
are described as obsessive-
compulsive. People like this dwell
on their shortcomings, what they
must do to measure up--or, worse
yet, on the horrors of failure
(obsession). Generally they repeat
certain actions over and over in
order to relieve their anxiety or
fear (compulsion). Their motiva-
tion is not the joy of attainment,
but the fear of failure. By focusing
on what is not done instead of
what is accomplished, obsessive-
compulsives lose the ability to
judge relative quality, or to feel
relative satisfaction with what
they do. If it’s not all right, it’s all
bad. Very few of us are entirely
free of these attitudes.

This outlook puts severe strains
and limitations on ,,personal
relationships. The ,emphasis is on
content and detail: what must be
done, what is right or wrong
about every action,, who is to
blame for mistakes. Most
obsessive-compulsives worry so
much about their own social
performance that they focus
inward, unable to perceive and
empathize with the moods and
actions of others.

Those of us witl~t perfectionist
leanings tend to judge others as

harshly as we judge ourselves,
focusing on their external behav-
ior instead of on the shared expe-
rience of togetherness. As I did
with my college friends, we find
ourselves making lists of all the
things a "perfect" husband, wife,
child, or bishop must do. Implic-
itly, our mind set says that good
feelings and good relationships are
earned by doing all these tasks and
doing them right.

Interestingly, perfectionistic
people seldom become obsessed
with things of the spirit or the
heart. They rarely deride them-
selves for not saying "I love you"
enough or worry about missing a
tender moment or count lost
laughs. To be sure, they may feel
anxious or guilty for spending too
little time with their friends or
family. But the relaxed, nourish-
ing aspects of spending "time out
of time" with others are ignored.
Spontaneous laughter comes forth
uncommanded. Intimacy with
another person does not grow
according to a schedule.

Since perfect relationships are
unattainable, we might find more
fulfillment by choosing more real-
istic goals. How about a "working"
relationship or a "satisfying" rela-
tionship? A "close" relationship?
Terms like these move us away
from an external goal we must try
(and fail) to meet, toward a more
internal awareness. This is where
we create intimacy and closeness,
where we lead our spiritual lives,
where the most joyful and mean-
ingful experiences of our lives take
place. An open-spirited attitude
toward ourselves and others
makes possible personal and spiri-
tual experiences that transcend
our previous concepts of perfec-
tion. I have had several experiences
where my thoughts and feelings
seemed to merge with those of
another person; my sense of their
life, history, and being was too full
to describe in words. I have read
other people’s accounts of similar
peak experiences. Events like these
can’t be quantified. They make
you feel right about yourself and
others, yet the feelings have
nothing to do with right and
wrong, perfect and imperfect.

Some readers of this column
may object, "But if you take away
the goal of perfection, then every-
thing will fall apart and people will
’just do nothing." Please don’t mis-
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understand me. We all need to
have goals; self-discipline is an
essential part of a healthy emo-
tional life. But there is more to life
than the carrot and the stick. Our
reasons for living and loving go
beyond simply doing right and
avoiding wrong, measuring up or
falling short. I think there are
other ways of viewing ourselves
and our relationships that will
increase our enjoyment of life and
still produce good deeds.

First, I believe we would do well
to separate our sense of ultimate
worth from the tasks we perform.
Contrary to a popular proverb,
not everything worth doing is
worth doing well. We might
consider adopting a system of
"selective neglect" to help us cope
with the many demands on our
time. The first line of the song "I
Am a Child of God" is a good
statement of the idea that being,
not doing, is the basic measure of
personal worth. We are
worthwhile already, because we
are children of God--living,
conscious, aware selves. The doing
of daily deeds can add to our
growth and happiness, but not to
our worth.

Second, it may be useful to
examine the way we focus on
tasks. When you go on a trip, do
you only look forward to the des-
tination, or do you also enjoy what
happens while getting there? My
favorite vacations have been the

ones where I did both, not just one
or the other. Another example:
my sister hates housework as
much as most people do. But when
she assigns tasks to her children
and monitors their work, you
would think that she was coaching
the team and cheerleading at the
same time, not merely acting as
scorekeeper. She laughs, jokes,
and teases, but still insists that the
job get done. She doesn’t get
angry at temper tantrums or
excuses. She praises small efforts.
And importantly, she doesn’t
insist that every speck of dust be
wiped up. A generally clean
appearance is good enough. And if
she does lose patience with the
children, then she doesn’t punish
herself. She goes on and tries to
do better. I’m still learning from
my sister, and I think most of us
could make similar improvements.
We shouldn’t focus strictly on
what we are doing. By adding a
nonjudgmental awareness of how
we are doing it, we can limit nega-
tive criticism of ourselves and oth-
ers without giving up our essential
motivation.

Another strategy is to pay
attention to our words and
thoughts. Our language not only
reflects our view of reality; to’
some extent it creates it. By
changing the words we use, we
change ourselves. Try using words
like"progression," "skill,"
"excellence," or "mastery" instead
of "perfection." Using terms like

these may shift your focus away
from an illusory goal of perfection
and help to refocus your attention
on the effort and accomplishment
you put forth.

In addition, we can adopt
positive intellectual beliefs about
ourselves that can lead to change
on the emotional level. Those of
us who are afflicted with the idea
that once they have sinned they
can never be perfect can remind
themselves again and again that
past errors can be eradicated;
efforts in the here-and-now
create a better person. After
asserting this intellectually for a
time, the emotional part of the
belief will gradually take hold.
Admittedly, we cannot always erase
the effects of our actions on others’
lives, nor can we ignore them. But
not every sin is a mortal sin. Once
we repent, rather than dwelling
on our mistakes we should simply
move on and try to do better.

Finally, we should not give up
on doing well in our lives. Striving
to achieve goals and meet our
standards is as important as let-
ting go and fully experiencing the
intimacy possible in our relation-
ships. In the end we need both
people and activities. But we can
increase our enjoyment of both by
finding satisfaction in partial fulfill-
ment and limited circumstances.
All in all, looking for well-rounded
experiences and not focusing on
defects may be the most "perfect"
way to live.

We
would
do well to
separate our
sense of ulti-
mate worth from
the tasks we
perform.

MORMON MISCELLANEOUS REPRINTS now avail-
able. 1. "Spaulding Manuscript Theory Then and
Now" by Lester Bush; 2. "The Writing of Joseph
Smith’s History" by Dean Jessee; 3. "The Early
Accounts of Joseph Smith’s First Vision" by Dean
Jessee; 4. "How to Study the Bible" by J. R.
Dummelow; 5. "The Translators to the Reader" by
translators of the KJV. To order, send $1.50 each plus
50¢ postage to Mormon Miscellaneous, 8865 South
1300 East, Sandy, UT 84092.

MORMON MISCELLANEOUS NOTECARDS, an expanding
collection of notes, comments, and references to
cover the entire history of Mormondom, standard
works, noncanonical writings, gleanings from early
Christian writers and recent biblical scholars. Series
will include contributions from the files of many
Mormon scholars and researchers on topics of his-
tory, doctrine, polemics, statistics, current events,
Mormon, non-Mormon, anti-Mormon--in short, all
subjects from any source (both published and un-
published) in any way related to Mormonism. Note-
cards will be published in sets of 100 4x6 cards at
$6.00 per set. 800-1200 notecards will be published
per year. First two sets now available. To order, send
$6.00 to Mormon Miscellaneous, 1433 East 9175
South, Sandy, UT 84092.

SKETCHINS WITH A TECHNICAL PEN by Merle H.
Graffam. 32 pages of pen and ink illustrations with
notes on technique. $5.00 postpaid. GRAFFAM
GRAPHICS, P.O. Box 2234, Palm Desert, CA 92261.

THE JOHN TAYLOR PAPERS give his inside story of the
half century of war between the Saints and the out-
side world. The last pioneer tells it like it was.
Volume I, The Apostle, available now. Volume II,
The President, coming soon. Each $11.95, plus $1
mailing. Samuel W. Taylor, 1954 Stockbridge Ave.,
Redwood City, CA 94061.

SALT LAKE SCHOOL OF THE PROPHETS MINUTE BOOK. 80
pages, illustrated. $5.00 postpaid. GRAFFAM
GRAPHICS, P.O. Box 2234, Palm Desert, CA 92261.

PRIVATE COLLECTION-- 19th Century Mormon Prints,
Books and Post Cards as well as large standard
Mormon library--for sale. Call Robert Christian (215)
349-8059, or write, 406 S. 43rd St., Philadelphia, PA
19104.

EXTENSIVE MORMON LiBRARY--Standard, fundamen-
talist, and anti-Mormon collection. Five-page index.
P.O. Box 187, Montrose, CA 91020.
COMMUNITY SERVICES COUNCIL. Our effort is to help
low income, elderly, and handicapped people live
independently. Retired craftsmen-painters, plumbers,
carpenters, etc.--or anyone else who is interested. A
modest wage is negotiable. Call Lowell Bennion or
Ted Keefer at 486-2136. 212 West 1300 So., SLC, UT
84115.
THE PLAYS OF RUTH AND NATHAN HALE. Available for
immediate performance. Encore Performance Pub-
lishing P.O. Box 692 Orem, UT 84057.

LDSF: MORMON SCIENCE FICTION, $4.95; Animals and
the Gospel $2.00. Scott Smith, 2455 Calle Ruble,
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360.

BLOOMINGSALES--147 East 800 South, 532-5663. A
new flower market. When considering flowers for
your office or home, consider Bloomingsales. We
can answer your needs for distinctive and personal-
ized gifts and flower designs. Open daily 10 AM. to
6PM.

WORD PERFECT SOFTWARE for IBM word processing,
version 4.0. Brand new, $249.00 delivered C.O.D. Call
Cole (801) 575-7007 or (801) 359-8084.

ALPHAGRAPHICS PRINTSHOPS OF THE FUTURE. Special-
ists in copying, printing, binding, forms and station-
ery. Give all of your work that extra professional
appearance with our newly expanded typesetting
services. 122 South Main, SLC; 364-8454.

THE BOOK VAULT, Crossroads Plaza, 50 South Main,
SLC, UT 84144. ([801] 364-8051.) A unique general
bookstore, we offer discounted best sellers and a
wide range of OOOd books--including Women’s and
Western Americana. We welcome special orders and
boast of our quarterly newsletter.

OLD. RARE. AND USED LOS BOOKS, magazines, and
pamphlets for sale. FREE UPDATED LIST. We buy & sell
private libraries & estates. The Book Connection,
Box 1, Provo, Utah 84603
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